A system of modular equations of norm 2 had been found for the Hubert modular function field of Q(\/2) in an earlier issue of this journal. Here an analogous system is found for Q(\/3) but with the help of MACSYMA. There are special difficulties in the fact that two spaces of Hubert modular functions exist for Q(\/3) that can be interchanged by the modular equations. The equations are also a remarkable example of hidden symmetries in the algebraic manifold V2 which is defined in C4 by the modular equation.
Introduction.
We extend to the field Q(\/3) the modular equation theory that was developed in Cohn [1] for the field Q(\/2). The underlying theory of forms and functions was developed by Gundlach [5] so a rapid resume should suffice.
We first define the modular transformation for Q(\/3) restricting ourselves to the symmetric case. We now need not one but two spaces: (1.1a) H+: <3z>0, 9z' > 0, (1.1b) H~: 3z>0, 3z'<0.
The ring of integers for Q(\/3) is (1.2) Z[>/3] = {a = a + by/3; a, b G Z}.
Here a' denotes the conjugate (a -b\/3) and the units are generated by (1. 3) £ = 2 + ^.
Each of the spaces H+ or H-is invariant under the extended Hilbert modular group for Q(\/3), namely for (1.4) a,ß,i,6eZ[y/3] , a6-ß1 = eu, ueZ, with the corresponding action (1.4a) r = [z -(az + ß)/(1Z + 6), z' -(a'z' + ß')/h'z' + 6')} augmented by the operation of symmetry (1.4b) H+: z-*z', z1 -* z, (1.4c) H.z^ -z', z' -+ -z.
Next, (symmetric) modular forms are defined for each degree t £ Z+ as those functions G such that fa_z + ß £+£\ -1-= V7^ + <5 -fz' + S'J [(72 + é)(7V + r5')]t equally for both H+ and H~ also with the appropriate symmetry (1.4b,c) . The corresponding linear spaces of modular forms are called M+ and M¡~ . The (symmetric) modular forms are generated by Eisenstein series (1.6) Gt(z, z') = £ \(1Z + 6)(iz' + S')]'1, t > 1, summed over all pairs (7,6) ^ (0,0) restricted so that repetitions by unit multiples are excluded; i.e., if (7,6) is present then (ary, u)8) is not present in the sum for the unit (jj ,¿ 1. The series converges absolutely for t > 2, but for í = 1 or 2, special summation procedures are required (with which we shall not concern ourselves). This theory is expounded in detail in Gundlach [5] and we are concerned only with his main result. THEOREM 1.7. The ring of modular forms for H+ under the symmetric group T is generated by G2,G3,G4, while the ring of modular forms for H~ is generated by Gi,G4, Gq . In either case, the field of modular functions is generated by G2/G4
and Gl/Gß.
Normalized
Generators.
We choose generators of the rings M+ = ©M+ and M-= 0Mt" t>i t>i so as to produce Fourier series with low coefficients missing, just as in the case of modular forms over Q(\/2); see Cohn [1] , Gundlach [5] , and Nagaoka [6] . The Fourier series have terms corresponding to a € Zfv^], i.e., a = a + b\/3,a,b € Z.
The exponential functions are
The spaces H+ and H~ differ by the restriction on those a which have corresponding terms in the Fourier series expansion:
(2.3a) H+ : a = 0 or a > 0 > a' (<=> \a\ < b\/3), (2.3b ) H~ : a = 0 or a > 0, a' > 0 (<^=> a > \b\V3).
We can redefine G(z, z') by a multiplicative constant so we have new Eisenstein series for H+ and H~:
(2.4) Gf = Af + BtYJ1br'lst-i{a + by/Z), t > 1, summed over the restriction (2.3a,b) ; see Gundlach [5] . Here, (2.5) su(a) = J2\XW\u(sgn(N(\W+1, u>0, where the summation is over all ideals (A)|a with a (but not A) restricted by (2.3a,b) . The constants are found by hand calculation to be the same for (Af, St+) and (A¡ ,Bï). They are as follows: We now define normalized generators of M* and M¿" for t even. We define for H+ ( Ht = Gt = 1 + 24a(3/r + 4 + 3r) + 0(q2), (2.7a) Ht = (23 {Gtf -G+)/1152 = q(l/r -2 + r) + 0(q2), l Ht = ((Gtf -(Gt)2 -432HtHÍ)/l728 = q + 0(q2).
More detailed expansions are given in Table IA .
Likewise, for H~ we define Again more complete expansions are given in Table IB .
The modular function field is generated by As the expansions suggest, the q-r coefficients of Hf, H4 , H^ are all integers (see Deutsch [4] ). The proof is similar to the case of Q(\/2) (see Cohn [2] and Nagaoka [6] ), but requires the Hecke transformation.
Modular Equations
of Norm 2. We now consider a modular function
where / and o are nonproportional modular forms of degree t (actually, t = 4 or 6). If we transform z by a factor of norm -2,
by analogy with the rational theory and the theory for Q(\/2) (see Cohn [1] ), there are a total of three conjugates to the transform (3.2a). Namely (3.2a) itself and
In either case, H+ and H~ are interchanged, so w acquires three conjugates defined over H~ or H+ as the case may be. We note the transformations in terms of q and r from (3.2a,b,c) by referring to (2.1):
Thus, for a form / = f[q, r] we consider three conjugates and under (3.2a,b,c) the function w in (3.1) has three conjugates (3.5) w = {f00/g00,fo/g0,fi/gi}.
We now define a "norm" and "trace" as modular forms in the alternate space as follows:
The trace follows the pattern of the Hecke transformation of index 1 + y/3 (see Cohn and Deutsch [3] ). So finally, the modular equation for w is
Note the desired norms and traces are of degree 12 for X or U and degree 18 for V orY.
It is not true that under any multiplication z -> pz, z' -» p' z' the corresponding equation for w would have coefficients in M+ (or M~ ). This is true in the present case because symmetry is maintained by z -* z(l + y/3), z' -► z'(l -\/3) since j+v| is a unit. The same is true for z -> z\/3, z' -> -z'\/3, but the modular equation of norm three exceeds the time and space limitations of the system. It is likewise infeasible to extend these results to Q(Vb) because the minimum (nonunit) norm is four. Series expansions for Hi, Hi, and Hi were calculated up to g9 , and for Gx , H^ , H4 , Hq up to r11 using MACSYMA. The functions in the positive spaces had q-r expansions with 156 terms while in the negative spaces there were 78. Next, the series expansions for the basis elements (4.2) M± = ((Ht)' (HiY (HÍ)k, 2i + 4j + 6k = t)
were calculated for t = 12 and 18. It was seen that
A total of 13 test coefficients (i.e., coefficients of qbra) for positive expansions and 14 coefficients for negative expansions were identified. Hence it became an exercise in linear algebra to get the coefficients of N(g), N(f), T(f,g), T(g,f) in terms of the appropriate bases. For example we found these norm forms: (4.4a) N ( With fi(U,X, Y) the modular equation for M4 , f2(X,U,V) the one for M4 , f3(V,X,Y) the one for Mg and f4(Y, U, V) for M¿~ , the equations were determined to be as in Table II . The norms (4.4a,b,c,d) are in evidence in the cubic powers in each function.
Symmetries of the Modular Equations.
It is the nature of modular functions that a symmetry is built into the modular equations. This occurs because (3.2a) and (3.2b) are inverse operations. 
Analogously, in the case of Q(v/2) the same phenomenon occurred but f\ = /2 and /3 = f4 since only the space H+ was used.
The four equations (5.1a,b) define V2, a two-dimensional manifold in the fourspace of (X, Y, U, V). (Actually any three of the four must define the same manifold.) If we think of V2 as defined by an ideal in Q[X, Y, U, V], then f\,f2,h,fi are elements of the ideal characterized not only by the absence of one variable, but by the fact that one of the remaining three variables is of degree two while the others are of degree three. Thus, (5.3) degy/i = degx/3 = degy/2 = degf//4 = 2.
In some sense, this characterization must be unique. Very likely there is a purely algebraic way of seeing the fact that fi,f2,h,f4 determine the same manifold V2 as any three of them, and indeed the manifold V2 is of codimension 2 (not 3) ! Perhaps a more powerful algebraic system will enable us to demonstrate this later on; hopefully also for the system for Q(v/2).
For the time being, we submit numerical values which satisfy fj = 0 for j = 1,2,3,4. These values can be used to check the equations in the event that any future research requires the reader to correctly copy the four equations! (5.4) (X,Y,Ü,V) = (4,5,53.9834902447,-4.0280639935) .
The values U and V are the real roots of the equations U3 -62<72 + 82748Í/ -4443664 = 0, 637V3 + 8356V2 + 56816V + 134912 = 0.
It would be better to find exact rational or radical check values consisting of fixed points, as was possible for the case of Q(\/2), but this is much more difficult for Q(\/3) and perhaps will be the subject of later computations.
6. The Computation.
The computation was made using MACSYMA on three different computer systems, the City College VAX running under UNIX, the University of Arizona Mathematics Department SUN work station also with UNIX, and the University of Arizona's RVAX operating under VMS. Eventually, all calculations done at the University of Arizona were produced on the RVAX as it ran 50 to 100 times faster than the SUN. For example, the SUN was barely able to calculate the product of two conjugates of a modular form (3.4a,b,c) before running out of space. Indeed, sometimes the machine did run out of space. When it succeeded in such a calculation it would take approximately 1/2 hour of CPU time.
RVAX had no trouble working with the conjugates of a modular form (3.4a,b,c) . Generally, one to one and a half megabytes of "list" space was sufficient for the calculations. For example, to obtain the matrix of test coefficients of M+8, it took RVAX 2.72 minutes with 1.05 megabytes of "list" space. For / = H^H^ and g = Hq it took a total of 9.4 minutes of CPU time in three different MACSYMA sessions to find the test coefficients of N(g) , N(f) , T(f, g) and T(g, /), with only one megabyte of "list" space on the RVAX and a modestly increased "fixnum" area. The rest of the calculation to find f4(Y, U, V) took an insignificant amount of time, just 25.5 seconds.
Finally a SPITBOL program was designed to enhance the appearence of the "ground out" modular forms in Tables IA and IB. The authors wish to thank the Scientific Computing Laboratory of City College (CUNY), the Mathematics Department of the University of Arizona and the Computer Center of the University of Arizona for making MACSYMA available on their respective machines. g3{72,288,936,576,1008, (960)} + a4{672,576,1512,1344,2016,1152, (2976)} + a5{288,1008,1344,1872,1440,3456,1728,2736, (2496)} + g6{360,960,2016,1440,4680,2016,4032,3744,5040,2592, (6720)} + g7{96,1008,1152,3456,2016,3600,3648,4464,3168,6912, 4032,5328,(4800)} + g8{576,2976,1728,4032,3648,6120,4032,9408,4032, 8928,5952,8064,4608, (12192 -96, -322,480,1215, -480, -798,96, (4634)} -g6{12, -330, -360, -1215,2652, -165, -3408,1353,360, -651, (9552)} + g7{l, -96, -756, -480,165, -3936,1142,3936, -11199, -10176, 2106,10752,(338)} -g8{42, -160,798, -3408, -1142,7104, -2106, -9488, -16218, -14304, -21230,13152,21168, (-32896)} + g9{96, -756,96, -1353,3936,2106,22176, -12147, -6240, -48642,17376, -6231, -21408, -42372, -16032, (105147 
